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MS2LCW upgrade project



● The MS2LCW system uses a 
combination water and glycol 
fluid to cool magnets and 
power supplies in the Meson 
beamlines.

● The LCW heat-exchanges 
with air towers on the roof of 
the MS2 service building

● Very wide coverage area 
(circled in blue) covers 
enclosures F2, F3, M01, 
M02, M03, M05, and MC6.

MS2LCW Overview
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● The system is historically leaky and spans a wide range of areas. 
Because the system currently contains a mix of Ethylene glycol, 
Propylene glycol, and water, these leaks have ES&H implications.

● Due to the increased viscosity of the cooling fluid from the presence of 
glycol, the system requires high-viscosity pumps designed to pump oil. 
The pumps and associated bearing blocks are very expensive and 
difficult to obtain.

● The cooling towers are very old and contain moving parts exposed to 
outside weather. Spare parts are difficult to find, and are often just as old 
as the parts in service. Furthermore, the cooling towers lose cooling 
capacity in hot and humid weather.

MS2LCW issues
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To alleviate these issues, the upgrades proposed include:
● Removal of cooling towers on MS2 roof, replacing them with a chiller 

system that uses a small glycol loop with plate-and-frame heat 
exchanger in the service building.

● Conversion of LCW to pure water. Necessitates moving all outdoor paths 
underground to prevent freezing in the winter

MS2LCW upgrades
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● These 2” LCW supply and return 
pipes between MS1 and MS2 go 
outside along the radiation fence 
between service buildings. It will 
need to be re-located so they 
doesn’t freeze in the winter.

● One option is to trench and bury 
the pipes between service 
buildings.

Outside LCW paths
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Outside LCW paths
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Another option is to directional-bore through the downstream MS1 
enclosure wall and run pipes through the shielding berm to MS2.

Source: FESS drawing 7-2-1 PM-9



Service buildings: MS2
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Source: AD/Ops, Steve Baginski



Service buildings: MS2, heat exchanger location
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Source: AD/Ops, Steve Baginski, Jakob Schaeffer



MS2LCW pipe line drawing
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MS2LCW heat load estimate
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This is Adam’s estimate based on power supplies and magnets. Dez did his own from water params.
Based on these estimates, and accounting for future beamline plans, we put the total system heat 
load needs at about 1 MW.
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